Implementation of the Kayak Rowing Ability Test Instrument in Banda Aceh and Aceh Besar City Podsi, Indonesia
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Abstract. Instruments are necessary because they are essential in various contexts, such as research, evaluation, measurement, or other practical actions. Tools help in the collection of data needed for a particular purpose. For example, surveys use questionnaires as instruments to collect data from respondents. Mechanisms allow systematic and structured collection of information. This study aims to determine the value of validity, reliability, and objectivity. This study uses quantitative analysis. The population in this study was all rowing athletes in Banda Aceh City and Aceh Besar Regency, totalling 48 people – data collection by directly measuring samples using test instruments and measuring the ability to row kayaks in 2019. Data analysis techniques using validity tests and reliability are analysed using the SPSS. Instrument Validity of the rowing speed test for kayaks in male athletes obtained a score of 0.726, and the ability to row kayaks in female athletes received a score of 0.805. The results of the statistical reliability test of the rowing speed test instrument in male athletes obtained a score of 0.884. In contrast, the statistical reliability of the kayak rowing speed test instrument in female athletes obtained a score of 0.948. The test is declared reliable because the results are more significant than 0.6. The test gets objective results in the Good category. Thus, it can be concluded that the test instrument measuring the ability to row kayaks in the Banda Aceh and Aceh Besar Podsi that has been modified or designed by previous researchers after being used in Banda Aceh and Aceh Besar Districts has validity, reliability and objectivity values as well as percentages in the Good Category.
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INTRODUCTION

Sports coaching activities today have become one of the areas or concerns that are important and considered in various fields. It has become one element that cannot be separated from the development and progress of science and technology, which continues to change from time to time. Sports coaching that aims to achieve good achievement, in its application, must apply the requirements of sports coaching in a systematic and well-structured manner.

Excellent evaluation in coaching also has a role that is no less important in achieving sports achievements. Sports evaluation measures and analyses an exercise program’s progress, achievement, and effectiveness. This evaluation is essential to ensure that the athlete’s coaching goals are achieved and identify areas needing improvement. The following are some evaluation methods commonly used in sports.

Evaluation will contribute significantly to the advancement of sports coaching achievement. This is because the progress of the success of coaching can only be measured through assessment. Based on the evaluation results, the coaching program’s adjustment and development are carried out continuously.

The existence of the instrument that has been developed is expected to help trainers and coaches of rowing sports to see or monitor the
development of training based on rowing ability standards as part of the evaluation of coaching carried out so far. The success of coaching that is carried out depends on the evaluation process carried out as well. Therefore, the test instrument measuring the ability to row kayaks that have been developed is considered very supportive of the evaluation process of the components evaluated, especially on the rowing ability of rowing athletes, especially in the Aceh Besar Regency and Banda Aceh City.

Instruments are necessary because they are essential in various contexts, such as research, evaluation, measurement, or other practical actions. Tools help in the collection of data needed for a specific purpose. For example, surveys use questionnaires as instruments to collect data from respondents. These instruments enable systematic and structured information collection.

**METHODS**

This research is a qualitative type of research that uses an evaluation approach that aims to analyse the success or picture of the implementation of a measurement instrument. The study conducted was designed to utilise an evaluation approach. This study was designed to explore the performance of test instruments and measurements of kayak rowing ability in Ponsi Banda Aceh City and Aceh Besar Regency.

In this study, the researchers collected data by directly measuring samples using test instruments and measuring the ability to row kayaks in 2019 with the norms in Table 1.

| Table 1 – Norms of classification of the 50-meter rowing test |
|-------------|---------|---------|
| No | Classification | Score, sec |
| | | Men | Women |
| 1 | Tall | Down –10.20 | Down –18.20 |
| 2 | Keep | 10.21–14.28 | 18.21–25.63 |
| 3 | Kurang | 14.29–Over | 25.64–Over |

Data analysis is systematically searching and compiling data obtained from measurement tests, interviews, observations, and field notes and describing them to be informed others. This technique assesses a development product’s feasibility level and quality. Then the next step is analysed using data processing software.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The kayak rowing ability measurement test in Ponsi Athletes of Banda Aceh City and Aceh Besar was carried out by measuring the ability to row a kayak. The trial and measurement instrument of the ability to fight a kayak boat developed in 2019 has been declared valid and reliable with a score as in Table 2. As it is known that the requirements for a good test and measurement instrument are instruments that have validity values and are declared reliable in this study, measurements are also made on the validity value and reliability of test instruments measuring the ability to row kayaks. The measurement results of these components are listed in Table 2.

| Table 2 – Validitas values and reliability of Aceh kayak rowing ability test instruments |
|-------------|---------|---------|---------|
| Test instruments in 2019 | Test instruments in 2023 |
| No | Kind | Category | Score | Information | No | Kind | Category | Score | Information |
| 1 | Validity | Son | 0.883 | Valid | 1 | Validity | Son | 0.726 | Valid |
|  |  | Daughter | 0.716 | Valid |  |  | Daughter | 0.805 | Valid |
| 2 | Reliability | Son | 0.464 | Reliable | 2 | Reliability | Son | 0.884 | Reliable |
|  |  | Daughter | 0.811 | Reliable |  |  | Daughter | 0.948 | Reliable |

Based on the scoring data, the validity and reliability value table above show that the kayak rowing ability measurement test instrument developed in 2019 is said to be still valid for current use. Authors [1] state that validity is the correctness of measurements related to questions, instruments or tests, the extent to which it measures what is meant in sizes. While according to [2], validity is a measure that shows the area to which measurement instruments can measure what researchers want or measure. Based on the theory of the experts above, it can be concluded that validity is an essential concept in research that shows the extent to which measurement in-
Instruments can measure what is desired precisely and accurately.

High validity is necessary for research to ensure reliable and accurate results. Furthermore, the author [4] said reliability is the "consistency of measurement results obtained from measuring instruments or tests in the same situation. Based on the theory, reliability can be interpreted as measuring how reliable or consistent a measuring instrument or test gives the same results when repeated at the same conditions or time. Determining the reliability and validity of the measuring instrument or test is important. While objectivity, according to [5] explained that objectivity is "a property possessed by measuring instruments or meters in providing measurement results that are not affected by subjective factors". Further, the authors [6, 7] stated that objectivity is "the nature of measurements carried out honestly, impartially, and neutrally without any element of influence from subjective factors that can affect measurement results". Based on this theory, objectivity is the ability of a process, action, or decision to be neutral, fair, and not influenced by subjective factors or personal interests.

With the stated test and measurement instrument of the ability to row a kayak boat valid and reliable that the tool is quite suitable to measure the rowing ability of kayak number athletes in Aceh Province. The above conditions were also responded to quite well by the Aceh provincial rowing coach through an interview who said: "The tool used is enough to provide a good picture of the ability to row a good kayak boat by the ability of each athlete that we have been monitoring. For example, for an athlete, a Khairil so far through time measurement trials for a distance of 50 meters, obtained the best results with a time of 10.89 seconds and through measurements using this instrument, also obtained results with a time of 10.19 seconds, with this instrument enough to help us in coaching in terms of field supervision and control". On the same occasion the assistant coach in an interview also said that, "in general the instrument used is quite good for measuring the capacity of our athletes' rowing ability, especially for athletes with a short distance specialisation, namely a 200-meter distance sprinter considering the distance used in this test instrument as far as 50 meters from the start to the finish line". Based on the results of data collection and data reduction carried out by researchers through several primary data sources and field trials, it can be concluded that the test and measurement instruments for the ability to row Aceh kayak boats developed in 2019 still meet the rules of a test and measurement instrument, namely valid with a score of 0.883, and reliable with a score of 0.464.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of research that has been conducted on the Aceh Podsil Rowing Athletes in 2023, it can be concluded that the test instruments used are appropriate to determine the rowing ability of the Aceh PODSI and obtain the test results of the Validity of the Kayak Rowing Speed Test Instrument in male athletes received a score of 0.726 and the ability to row kayak boats in female athletes obtained a score of 0.805.

The results of the statistical reliability test of the rowing speed test instrument in male athletes obtained a score of 0.884. In contrast, the statistical reliability of the kayak rowing speed test instrument in female athletes received a score of 0.948. The speed test of rowing kayaks on Podsil athletes in Banda Aceh and Aceh Besar was declared reliable because the results obtained were more significant than 0.6. The test instrument measuring the ability to row kayaks on the large-scale Podsil Banda Aceh and Aceh Besar received objective results with the Good category.

The hypothesis proposed is accepted as accurate. Therefore, the test instrument measuring the ability to row kayaks in the Banda Aceh and Aceh Besar Podsil that has been modified or designed by Previous Researchers after being used in Banda Aceh and Aceh Besar Districts has a good validity, reliability and objectivity value.

The implications of the results of this study are:

1. Provides an easy rowing trainer to perform speed tests rowing kayak boats.
2. It is expected to assist trainers in coaching and improving the ability to paddle kayaks at Podsil Banda Aceh and Aceh Besar and to be a consideration and benchmark in efforts to improve the achievements of Podsil Aceh rowing athletes.
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